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Friction coefﬁcientUnder-platform dampers are commonly adopted in order to mitigate resonant vibration of turbine
blades. The need for reliable models for the design of under-platform dampers has led to a considerable
amount of technical literature on under-platform damper modeling in the last three decades.
Although much effort has been devoted to the under-platform damper modeling in order to avail of a
predictive tool for new damper designs, experimental validation of the modeling is still necessary. This is
due to the complexity caused by the interaction of the contacts at the two damper-platform interfaces
with the additional complication of the variablity of physical contact parameters (in particularly friction)
and their nonlinearity. The traditional experimental conﬁguration for evaluating under-platform damper
behavior is measuring the blade tip response by incorporating the damper between two adjacent blades
(representing a cyclic segment of the bladed disk) under controlled excitation. The effectiveness of the
damper is revealed by the difference in blade tip response depending on whether the damper is applied
or not. With this approach one cannot investigate the damper behavior directly and no measurements of
the contact parameters can be undertake. Consequently, tentative values for the contact parameters are
assigned from previous experience and then case-by-case ﬁnely tuned until the numerical predictions are
consistent with the experimental evidence. In this method the physical determination of the contact
parameters is obtained using test rigs designed to produce single contact tests which simulate the local
damper-platfom contact geometry. However, the signiﬁcant limitation of single contact test results is
that they do not reveal the dependence of contact parameters on the real damper contact conditions.
The method proposed in this paper overcomes this problem.
In this new approach a purposely developed test rig allows the in-plane forces transferred through the
damper between the two simulated platforms to be measured, while at the same time monitoring
in-plane relative displacements of the platforms. The in-plane damper kinematics are reconstructed from
the experimental data using the contact constraints and two damper motion measurements, one trans-
lational and one rotational. The measurement procedures provide reliable results, which allow very ﬁne
details of contact kinematics to be revealed. It is demonstrated that the highly satisfactory performance
of the test rig and the related procedures allows ﬁne tuning of the contact parameters (local friction coef-
ﬁcients and contact stiffness), which can be safely fed into a direct time integration numerical model.
The numerical model is, in turn, cross-checked against the experimental results, and then used to
acquire deeper understanding of the damper behavior (e.g. contact state, slipping and sticking displace-
ment at all contact points), giving an insight into those features which the measurements alone are not
capable of producing. The numerical model of the system is based on one key assumption: the contact
model does not take into account the microslip effect that exists in the experiments.
Although there is room for improvement of both experimental conﬁguration and numerical modeling,
which future work will consider, the results obtained with this approach demonstrate that the optimiza-
tion of dampers can be less a matter of trial and error development and more a matter of knowledge of
damper dynamics.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In turbine bladed system, some damping in addition to material
damping is needed to attenuate forced vibration resonance ampli-
tude and prevent high cycle fatigue of blades. Dry friction damping
is recognized as an efﬁcient way for the passive vibration control in
turbine industry.
The so called under-platform dampers are widely used as a
source of friction damping in turbo engines. The device itself is a
piece of metal which, during service, is loaded by centrifugal force
against both platform undersides of two adjacent blades. When the
relative movement between the blades increases such that slip
between damper and platform surfaces happens, energy of blade
vibration is dissipated through friction.
Damper geometry inﬂuences the contact conditions and the
damper dynamics through coupling of the two interfaces. Yang
and Menq (1998a,b) proposed the coupled dual-interface model
to predict the wedge shaped under-platform damper behavior.
The real contact on each interface was modeled as a point contact
represented by a spring plus a Coulomb slider. The kinematics was
simpliﬁed by considering only those cases where interfaces were
always in a surface contact with the peculiar assumption that the
resultant force is exchanged through the surface center. Analytical
transition criteria between slip and stick states coupling two inter-
faces were established to be integrated in the calculation algorithm
involving the blade structure response by using HBM. Sanliturk
et al. (1998) performed a similar analysis onto wedge under-plat-
form dampers and brought in experimentally measured contact
characteristics (hysteresis loops) for the description of the basic
contact behavior of given material combination with respective
surface ﬁnish. Furthermore a correction factor was introduced in
the equivalent complex contact stiffness to reﬂect the damper roll-
ing effect which implies edge contact.
In addition to wedge shaped dampers, other geometries are also
studied like cylindrical dampers (Panning et al., 2000; Jareland
et al., 2001) or dampers with two rounded contact surfaces with
offset of the centers (Csaba et al., 1999), asymmetrical dampers
(Panning et al., 2004), and dampers with parabolic surfaces
(Pfeiffer and Hajek, 1992). It should be pointed out that until today,
people have no common conclusions on which geometry is the
optimized one and in industry the easily manufactured ones are
preferred.
An improvement to the spring–slider contact model was the
introduction of the microslip effect. This was taken into account
with a macroslip array of tangential contact stiffness in parallel
(Sanliturk et al., 1998). A spatial contact model, based on the dis-
cretization of the contact zone into several 3D point contact ele-
ments was used in Panning et al. (2000) to take into account
microslip and roughness effects. Csaba et al. (1999) used the brush
model to simulate the microslip characteristics in the hysteresis.
Models in Panning et al. (2000, 2004) and Csaba et al. (1999)
included the damper inertia and considered a rotational contribu-
tion to the damper kinematics leading to a possible lift off from the
blade platforms. Moreover normal contact stiffness was added to
the contact model. More recently Cigeroglu et al. (2007) added to
the FE model of the primary structure (the blades) the model of a
secondary structure (the damper) coupled to the ﬁrst by means
of a full set of distributed springs and related tangential sliders.
Later developments (Firrone et al., 2011) proposed the treat-
ment of the non-uniqueness of the static normal preloads in cer-
tain conditions. A static/dynamic coupled HBM was developed to
get a unique force vibration response of the blades interacting with
the under-platform damper. As a supplementary experimental
investigation, the kinematics of two types of under-platform
dampers (wedge and cylindrical) in the traditional damper-blade
test rig was measured (Zucca et al., 2012). Most studies (Yangand Menq, 1998b; Sanliturk et al., 1998; Panning et al., 2000,
2004; Csaba et al., 1999; Zucca et al., 2012) evaluate the capability
of under-platform damper by measuring the vibration response of
blade pairs combined with ﬁnite element dynamic simulations.
In the frame of the damper design the main object in the liter-
ature is the development of a calculation procedure that integrates
blades FE model, kinematic damper model and contact model in
order to predict the damper performance through the solution of
the nonlinear dynamic response of the system (Firrone et al.,
2006). All numerical models require knowledge of contact param-
eters, which are established either through ﬁne tuning of values
from experience or direct frictional measurements, done with the
help of a separate single contact test arrangement (Sanliturk
et al., 1998). More generally Schwingshackl et al. (2012) investi-
gated systematically the contact parameters (mainly including
friction coefﬁcient, tangential stiffness) for 1D macro point-point
friction test under different temperatures and normal forces. They
obtained repeatable measurement data within reasonable varia-
tion range and suggested averaged values for the contact pair
which is not put into test. The measurement data are implemented
in the test rig’s nonlinear dynamic analysis and good agreements
between simulation and experiment are shown.
For under-platform damper, the contact condition is more com-
plex since different contact interfaces coexist. In order to avoid the
separation between damper geometry, kinematics and contact
condition, the authors of the present study propose a novel method
to investigate under-platform dampers’ performance and estimate
relevant contact parameters. The forces transmitted between the
platforms through the damper are directly measured and related
to the relative damper-platform movement. The experimental
approach is completed by a direct time integration numerical
model which draws from the experimental evidence both its vali-
dation and its relevant input contact parameters. Error estimates
and propagation methods are applied to all measured quantities
in order to assign the experimental results a proper level of trust.
These authors’ purpose in this paper is to investigate under which
conditions the current numerical models match the experimental
results, and what variability is to be expected depending on real
contact parameters.
A laboratory damper (shown in Fig. 3(b)) is tested within the
experimental damper-platform system for its pre-determined con-
tact positions. Two kinds of input motion are investigated within
this paper: OoP (Out-of-Phase) and IP (In-Phase) motion. They refer
to two critical modal shapes of the blade-disk system with respect
to two neighboring resonant frequencies (Sanliturk et al., 1998)
where the blade response is greater than the one of the other
modes. During IP vibration the two blades bend with the same
direction and amplitude of deﬂection in one period, while during
OoP vibration the two blades bend with opposite direction and
same amplitude of deﬂection approaching for half a period and
moving away for the other half.
The experimental procedure followed to characterize the dam-
per transfer characteristics in terms of its kinematics and force
equilibrium will be described, together with its numerical counter-
part based on simpliﬁed system model. A step-by-step analysis of
the damper transfer function allows gaining a clear understanding
of all contact events (stick, slip, lift) which take place during the
cycle, and on how they inﬂuence the damping performance. This
analysis method will be exempliﬁed for one representative IP case,
while OoP hysteresis cycles will be used in the estimation of con-
tact stiffness and sensitivity analysis of friction coefﬁcients.
It should be emphasized that due to the scope and assumptions
of the experimental–numerical method described in this paper,
only limited and speciﬁc aspects of damper behavior can be
extracted. The real contact condition and 3D kinematics in real life
still require reﬁned and deeper investigations.
a: The test rig on its optical table, with piezo-actuators’ 
amplifier  
b: Sketch of the test rig’s essential elements
Fig. 1. Overview of the test rig: (a) The test rig on its optical table, with piezo-actuators’ ampliﬁer; (b) Sketch of the test rig’s essential elements.
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The test rig (See Fig. 1) is designed aiming at:
1. imposing certain in plane displacements to the left platform
simulating the so-called In-Phase (IP: horizontal relative
motion between the platforms) and Out-of-Phase (OoP: vertical
relative motion) or combinations of the two;
2. measuring the forces transmitted between the two platforms
through the damper;
3. measuring damper in-plane motion;
To achieve the ﬁrst goal, a mechanical structure capable of
applying two independent, orthogonal and translational displace-
ments to the moving (left) platform is developed. Structure details
are shown in Fig. 2. The two piezoelectric actuators which produce
the displacements are embedded in a cartridge composed by ‘X
springs’ and terminal bearing ball supports, in order to guarantee
a pre-determined compression and purely axial forces. Transmis-
sion from the actuators to the left platform while preventing bend-
ing of the actuator and guiding the in-plane motion is obtained by
using double cross suspensions and a parallel mechanism with
ﬂexural hinges.
To achieve the second goal, an orthogonal tripod device is used,
which was already described in Filippi et al. (2004) and Gola et al.
(2010). This connects the right platform to the uniaxial piezoelec-
tric force sensors through special slotted and grooved caps sup-
porting the pointed ends of the bars. A preload is given through a
wire and deadweight system to ensure the pre-compression of bars
and force sensors during operation. This conﬁguration provides aleft platform right platform
double cross 
suspension 
Piezo 
actuator with 
protections 
damper pulling 
wire
Fig. 2. Details of the test rig.quasi-statically-determinate measurement device, which is further
elaborated in Section 3. The damper’s single cylindrical surface is
placed on the right side, i.e. against the force measuring platform,
and kept in contact by means of calibrated deadweights that pull
the damper through the holes located symmetrically to the damper
mass center by two parallel sets of wire and rubber band. During
operations, the transmitted gravity of the dead weights simulates
the centrifugal force. The rubber band will ﬁlter the dynamic inter-
ruption of the weights under small oscillations.
To achieve the third goal, a differential ‘‘Doppler’’ laser vibrom-
eter with Polytec OFV-3001 controller and OFV-512 sensor head is
used. The displacement decoder inside the controller OVD-20
ensures a 0.08 lm resolution on the measured signals with a band-
width of 100 kHz, well above the investigated range of frequencies
(<100 Hz).3. Measurement and error analyses
The damper transfer function is analyzed both in terms of
damper kinematics and force equilibrium. The procedure followed
to measure and reconstruct these two relevant aspects will be now
illustrated together with the error estimation methods, necessary
to assign to each quantity the proper level of trust.
3.1. Damper kinematics
3.1.1. Measurement procedure
The ‘‘laboratory’’ damper here tested has a cylindrical surface
on one side and two cylindrical surfaces on the other side
(Fig. 3(b)). Apart from the strict neighborhood of the contact
points, it is regarded as a rigid body. Its in-plane rotation is mea-
sured by the relative displacement between points AL and AR by
applying two laser beams on the damper bottom surface. A sepa-
rate measurement of the z-motion of the center point A is also
made (relative to one point P on the right platform); pointing, in
this case, is facilitated by a marker traced on the damper bottom.
These two measurements were taken in sequence, the respective
laser beams had to be pointed each time.
3.1.2. Error estimation
The displacement decoder OVD 20 ensures, as previously stated,
a 0.08 lm resolution on the measured signals. Greater sources of
error are given by the laser points’ positions, used in the damper
motion reconstruction. The distance am between point AL and AR
was measured each time after beam alignment by means of a cal-
iper, the resulting error is estimated at ra ¼ 1 mm. The position
of point A, coincident with that of the marker traced on the damper
bottom is known with a rxA ¼ rb ¼ 0:5 mm precision.
The error propagation procedure on the damper motion recon-
struction and additional error sources are discussed in Appendix B.
Fig. 3. Measurement scheme of damper kinematics: (a) Laser beam projection positions; (b) Damper geometry details.
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The two resulting signals are combined in order to reconstruct
the damper motion (see Appendix A): the difﬁculty of missing
lasers measuring all the needed motion quantities at the same time
is overcome by using the right contact force–time signal ﬁrst to
assess whether the tests are really comparable and then as a refer-
ence during the synchronization process. The force signal is in fact
recorded for each test, no matter the laser position is changed or
not.
3.2. Damper forces
This section will address the measurement protocol of the
contact force components between damper and right platform.
The corrections applied on their values will then be described.
Finally the damper equilibrium will be reconstructed underlining
all relevant assumptions.
3.2.1. Measurement procedure
The components of the contact force on the right surface are
measured by means of the piezoelectric force sensors described
in Section 2. The tripod, however, introduces differences between
the forces measured by the load cells and those really transmitted
between right platform and damper since secondary forces can
arise from (see Fig. 4):
– equilibrium has redundant constraints;
– the contact point falls away from the point where the axes of
the two horizontal bars meet, producing an unwanted torque.Fig. 4. Force measureIn the following subsection each limit introduced by the tripod
shall be analyzed and overcome by means of a correction
algorithm.
3.2.2. Force correction algorithm
The tripod is provided with 6 kinematic constraints (a ﬂat sur-
face for the vertical bar, a conical recess for one of the two horizon-
tal bars and a wedge slot for the other, kinematic determinant for
the tripod as a rigid body) in order to allow for self-alignment
(Fig. 2). However, friction at the contact between the end of the
bar and the supporting seat on the load cell cannot guarantee
absence of shear force. As it was demonstrated in Filippi et al.
(2004), with the high constraint assumption that the bar can be
modeled as cantilever beam, i.e. zero tangential motion at the load
cell contact, the shear force amounts to (see Fig. 4):
FAsz ¼ 3EJ
L3
dx FBsx ¼ 3EJ
L3
dz ð1Þ
where L is the length of the bar, J is the moment of inertia of the
area and dx and dz are, respectively, horizontal and vertical platform
displacements.
Moreover the resultant contact force F on the interface between
damper and right platform does not pass through the center of the
tripod. In this case, the force produces a torque Fx  d1  Fz  d2 on
the measurement mechanism, thus contributing to the shear forces
on the load cells.
Taking both effects into account, the relation between compo-
nents of supporting forces and applied forces is computed through
structural analysis:ment structure.
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1
2
1
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 
2
64
3
75 Fx
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 
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where c ¼ 3J
AL2
; a1 ¼ 1þ d1L ; a2 ¼ 1þ d2L . The parameter c reﬂects
the inﬂuence of bending deformability. This inﬂuence is relatively
small compared to the inﬂuence of the torque represented by a1
and a2. The inertia effects of the platform and connecting bars can
be neglected since the acceleration imposed is small enough within
the range used in this paper.
3.2.3. Load removal procedure
The piezoelectric force sensors are not capable of measuring the
zero reference (absolute component) of the contact forces trans-
mitted through the damper to the right platform. In order to esti-
mate them, a quick load removal technique, described and
validated in Gola et al. (2012), is applied. The procedure simply
involves hand lifting the weight simulating the centrifugal force
and measuring the drop of the signal.
3.2.4. Error estimation
The variable force signal has a linearity uncertainty given by the
load cells speciﬁcations of 1%.
In order to take into account the different operative conditions
during the measurement of the zero reference, and the problems
posed by leakage, the force drop was evaluated against the signal
drop: the force/signal ratio deviation from the Dytran calibration
factor was at a maximum of 2%.
3.2.5. Damper equilibrium
The right contact force is measured as described above while the
applied equivalent of the centrifugal force, its point of application
and the right contact point position are known. Since inertia forces
andmoments are negligible for the three-point damper at the inves-
tigated frequencies (always below 100 Hz), the tangential and nor-
mal force components on the left surface, together with the point of
application, are given by the three in-plane equilibrium conditions.
4. System modeling and numerical tool
The ﬁrst step to build the numerical tool capable of matching
the experimental results is to model the test rig and describe it
in terms of its equilibrium equations and kinematic relations.
A contact model is then used to obtain the contact forces as a
function of the relative damper-platform displacements. Once the
system is totally deﬁned the equilibrium equations of the system
arenumerically solvedbymeansof adirect time integration scheme.
4.1. Test rig characterization
The test rig is described by its stiffness and damping distribu-
tion shown in Fig. 5 and the conﬁguration will be used in the
numerical modeling. The spring values kuL; kwL; kuR and kwR are
evaluated from tests mentioned in Gola et al. (2012). Their values,
together with the viscous damping values cuL; cwL; cuR and cwR are
reported in Appendix C according to the ordinary material
damping ratio range of steel.
In the following formulations, the right lower subscript repre-
sents the body to which the quantity is referred: D/d represents
the damper; LP and RP represent the left and right platform respec-
tively. The right upper subscript is used to distinguish different
points of a given body: C represents the mass center of the damper;
R represents the damper-right platform contact point; L1 repre-
sents the upper damper-left platform contact point; L2represents
the damper lower damper-left platform contact point.The local body coordinate systems (ud-wd, uLP-wLP and uRP-wRP)
have their origins at the corresponding mass centers to describe
the displacements between the mass center and relevant contact
points, while two local interface coordinate systems (tL-nL and
tR-nR) are used to describe the contact interfaces between damper
surface and corresponding platforms. The rotations of the platform
segments are neglected in this paper.
4.2. System equilibrium equation
The system equilibrium is established in the inertial coordinate
system considering the contact position changes to be small:
½Mf€Ug þ ½KfUg þ ½Cf€Ug ¼ ½B Fcf g þ Fef g ð3Þ
In the equation fUg is the displacement vector, Fef g is the
vector of components of external forces and Fcf g is the vector of
components of all contact forces.
fUgT ¼ ud;wd; bd;uLP;wLP ;uRP;wRPf g
Fef gT ¼ 0;CF;0; kuL  uvol; kwL wvol;0;0f g
fFcgT ¼ TRd ;NRd ; TL1d ;NL1d ; TL2d ;NL2d
n o
;
where CF is the centrifugal force and uvol and wvol are the horizontal
and vertical input displacements.
The geometry matrix [B] is:
½B ¼
R#R
 
Rþ#L
 
Rþ#L
 
zRd xRd
 
Rþ#R
 
zL1d xL1d
 
R#L
 
zL2d xL2d
 
R#L
 
½02x2  Rþ#L
   Rþ#L 
 R#R
  ½02x2 ½02x2
2
6664
3
7775
7x6
;
where Rþ#...½  ¼ cosh... sinh...sinh... cosh...
 	
, and R#...½  ¼ Rþ#...½ T .
The diagonal mass matrix ½M, stiffness matrix ½K and damping
matrix ½C are
½M ¼ diagðmd;md; Id;mLP;mLP;mRP ;mRPÞ;
½K ¼ diagð0;0;0; kuL; kwL; kuR; kwRÞ and
½C ¼ diagð0;0; crd; cuL; cwL; cuR; cwRÞ
where crd is a rotational viscous damping factor not represented in
Fig. 5 and discussed in Section 5.
4.3. Kinematic relationship
The kinematic relationship is necessary to incorporate the con-
tact model into the system equilibrium equations by expressing
the contact forces as functions of the relative contact displace-
ments. The goal of this section is therefore to write the displace-
ments at the contact points in local coordinate system as
functions of the mass center displacements expressed in the
inertial coordinate system.
Since the rotation is small (from experimental data, generally at
the level of 103 radians or less) the geometric relations can be lin-
earized and geometric factors such as relative positions in the iner-
tial frame between damper mass center and contact points can be
considered constant. The instant velocities at the contact points of
the damper can be written as a function of the damper mass center
velocities:
f _udg ¼
_uRd
_wRd
_uL1d
_wL1d
_uL2d
_wL2d
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
9>>>>>=
>>>>>;
¼
ARD
h i
AL1D
h i
AL2D
h i
2
66664
3
77775
_uCd
_wCd
_bCd
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð4Þ
θ
L
θ
R
n
L
t
L
n
R
uvol
kuL
cuL
wvol
kwL
cwL
w
uβd
C
DRDL2PL2
PL1
PR
DL1
kwR
cwR
kuR
cuR
t
R
ud
wd
uLP uRP
wLP wRP
CF
Fig. 5. System numerical model scheme.
Fig. 6. General macro contact model.
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h i
¼ 1 0 z
R
d
0 1 xRd
 	
, AL1D
h i
¼ 1 0 z
L1
d
0 1 xL1d
 	
, AL2D
h i
¼
1 0 zL2d
0 1 xL2d
 	
and x...d ; z
...
d are the coordinates of the damper contact
points in the local damper coordinate system.
Then the velocities of the damper contact points in the local
interface coordinate system are:
_td

  ¼
_tRd
_nRd
_tL1d
_nL1d
_tL2d
_nL2d
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;
¼
RhR
  ½02x2 ½02x2
½02x2 RþhL
  ½02x2
½02x2 ½02x2 RþhL
 
2
664
3
775
udf g ¼
RhR
 
ARD
h i
RþhL
 
AL1D
h i
RþhL
 
AL2D
h i
2
666664
3
777775
_uCd
_wCd
_bCd
8><
>>:
9>=
>>; ¼ E1½ 
_uCd
_wCd
_bCd
8><
>>:
9>=
>>;
ð5Þ
Under the geometric linearization assumption, integrating the
velocities and setting the initial displacement zero, the displace-
ments of the damper contact points in the local interface frame are:
tdf g ¼ E1½ 
uCd
wCd
bCd
8><
>:
9>=
>; ð6Þ
Similarly, by neglecting the body rotations, the interfacial
components of the displacements of platform contact points are
expressed:
tLPf g ¼
tL1LP
nL1LP
tL2LP
nL2LP
8>><
>>:
9>>=
>>;
¼ E2½ 
uLP
wLP
 
tRPf g ¼ E3½ 
uRP
wRP
 
ð7Þ
where E2½  ¼ RþhL
 
RþhL
  	; E3½  ¼ RhR  and u...P and w...P are the
horizontal and vertical displacements of any point belonging to
the respective platform expressed in the inertial coordinate system.4.4. Contact model
The contact model is used to describe the interface between
two non-conforming surfaces. It is common to model the contact
as a slider connected with both normal and tangential springs
(Panning et al., 2000, 2004). Its input variables are the interfacial
displacement, the initial slider displacement and relevant contact
parameters (contact stiffness and friction coefﬁcient). The output
variable is the contact force and the successive slider displacement
is an outer variable for the calculation of tangential contact force.
In the model shown in Fig. 6, t1 is the tangential displacement of
body 1 at the contact point, t2 is the tangential displacement of
body 2 at the contact point and s is the displacement of the slider
connected to body 1. and are the tangential and normal forces
applied on body 2.
A predictor–corrector procedure (in Siewert et al. (2009) similar
method is used to calculate friction force for the frequency domain
nonlinear dynamic analysis) is adopted to determine contact state
and contact forces at the current time step:
The quantity s ¼ s t2 is deﬁned for convenience.
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sð0Þðsð1Þ  tð1Þ2 ¼ sð0Þ  tð0Þ2 Þ   Get the normal force value Nð1Þ ¼max kn nð1Þ1  nð1Þ2 ;0 .
Get the tangential force value Tð1Þ ¼ ktðtð1Þ1  tð1Þ2  sð0ÞÞ.
If Nð1Þ > 0 and T ð1Þ P l  N1, go to 2.1.
If Nð1Þ > 0 and T ð1Þ 6 l  N1, go to 2.2.
If Nð1Þ 6 0, go to 2.3.
If the stick state holds, output the corresponding quantities.
2. Update slider displacement according to transition to different
states.
ð1Þ
2.1 Set T ð1Þ ¼ l  N1, update sð1Þ ¼ tð1Þ1  tð1Þ2  lNkt . (positive
slip)
2.2 Set T ð1Þ ¼ l  N1, update sð1Þ ¼ tð1Þ1  tð1Þ2 þ lN
ð1Þ
kt
.
(negative slip)
2.3 Set T ð1Þ ¼ 0, update sð1Þ ¼ tð1Þ1  tð1Þ2 . (separation).
4.5. Newmark integration scheme
In the present work the Newmark method is adopted to numer-
ically solve the system equilibrium equations. Not like the linear
dynamic problems, the dynamic problem involving friction and
contact manifests difﬁculty in the interdependence between con-
tact forces and contact displacements. Consequently an iteration
process is needed to assist the Newmark integration scheme.
The integration starts from an initial condition where the
displacement vector is set from a static equilibrium equation,
discussed in next subsection. Then for each time step, the iteration
starts from the assumption that the current displacement vector is
the same with the last time step. Denote the current time step as
i + 1 and the iteration process follows the next algorithm:
1. For time step i + 1:
Assume Uf giþ1;k ¼ Uf gi, then from Newmark relation we have€U
n oiþ1;k
¼  c
b
 1
 
€U
n oi
 Dt c
2b
 1
 
€U
n oi
and
€U
n oiþ1;k
¼  1
Dt  b
€U
n oi
 1
2b
 1
 
€U
n oi
2. For iteration k inside time step:
2.1 Impose the trial displacement vector Uf giþ1;k and
calculate the possible contact forces Fcf giþ1;k according to
the contact model.
2.2 Normally the trial displacement vector cannot satisfy the
equilibrium equation, thus an incremental displacement
vector DUf giþ1;k and its velocity D€U
n oiþ1;k
and acceleration
Delta€U
n oiþ1;k
are needed to equilibrate the motion equation:
½M €U þ D€U
n oiþ1;k
þ ½C €U þ D€U
n oiþ1;k
þ ½K U þ DUf giþ1;k
¼ Fcf giþ1;k þ Fef giþ1;
then the imbalance force is computed:
Reff

 iþ1;k ¼ Fcf giþ1;kþ Fef giþ1½K Uf giþ1;k½Cf€Ugiþ1;k½Mf€Ugiþ1;k
2.3 Calculate the incremental displacement caused by the
imbalance force using effective mass matrix Keff
 
:
DUf giþ1;k ¼ Keff
 iþ1;k n Reff
 iþ1;k
Keff
  ¼ ½K þ 1
b  Dt2 ½M þ
c
b  Dt ½C
2.4 The convergence is checked by the norm of increment of
the consecutive correction step in the space of the unknown
displacement vector, i.e. check if DUf giþ1;k satisﬁes the
tolerance requirement: norm DUf giþ1;k
 
< tol.If yes, stop iterations and set the calculated state variable
values as the values for current step and go to next step from
1, i ¼ iþ 1.
If not, update the displacement, velocity and acceleration as
follows
Uf giþ1;kþ1 ¼ Uf giþ1;k þ p  DUf giþ1;k
f€Ugiþ1;kþ1 ¼ €U
n oiþ1;k
þ p  c
b  Dt DUf g
iþ1;k
f€Ugiþ1;kþ1 ¼ €U
n oiþ1;k
þ p  c
b  Dt2 DUf g
iþ1;k
then go to step 2.1, k ¼ kþ 1 and start a new inner iteration.
In the formulations p is a penalty number apt to control compu-
tation stability and accelerates the convergence, which is normally
set to 1 without speciﬁcations. Control constants c and b have been
set to 1/2 and 1/4 respectively. These settings should ensure
unconditional stability for a linear system, however, due to the
proposed contact treatment (the authors have no evidences to
prove this is caused by nonlinearity in general), this is not true:
the time step has therefore to be lower than the system’s highest
natural frequency.
4.6. Initial conditions
The initial static condition of the system needs to be deter-
mined to start the dynamic calculation. Eq. (3) is changed to its sta-
tic equilibrium expression by eliminating the inertial and damping
forces:
½K Uf g ¼ ½B Fcf g þ Fef g ð8Þ
To start the calculation, the contact state for each contact pair is
assumed to give the corresponding contact force. Then the contact
force values are used to solve the unknown displacements, which
are then fed into the contact model to check if the presumed
contact state is satisﬁed. The procedure could lead to different
initial conditions.
5. Experimental determination and tuning of simulation
parameters
To implement the model and numerical procedure, some
parameters need to be determined and tuned from experimental
results. They are contact stiffness, friction coefﬁcient at each con-
tact point and the rotational damping coefﬁcient due to the inter-
action between damper inner face and pulling wire.
5.1. Estimation of the contact stiffness
In this work the equivalent concentrated contact stiffness is
directlyderived fromtheexperimental results. The relevantdiagram
and the procedure used for its calculation will now be presented.
5.1.1. Hysteresis diagram: OoP case
The diagram in Fig. 7, where the horizontal force transmitted
between platforms through the damper is plotted against their
relative movement, shows the evolution of a 10 Hz-60 lm OoP
hysteresis shape over a 60 s experiment. The evolution is
repeatable qualitatively and can be found under different nominal
conditions, as shown in Gola et al. (2012). The OoP cases presents
two tangent lines with certain slopes, which are similar to the
tangent lines occurring in single contact hysteresis resulting from
a tangential loading process. These slopes signal a stick state which
can be used in the estimation of the contact stiffness. The goal is to
identify a stage during which all contact points are simultaneously
in stick state.
Fig. 7. Slope features of the OoP hysteresis curve.
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To get the ﬁtted slope of these lines, the rightmost/leftmost
point in the hysteresis is identiﬁed and discarded, while the suc-
cessive 10 points are used to perform the least square line ﬁtting.
It is found that on the right side the slope values keep constant
throughout the experiment while on the left side there are system-
atic variations from different hysteresis. Moreover the slope in the
descending tract on the right remains equal through all diagrams
produced by the damper under different nominal conditions.
5.1.3. Identifying a stick state slope
Initially it is presumed that the variation of the hysteresis left
side is caused by possible damper rotation or separation of contact.
Consequently only the slope value on the hysteresis right side is
adopted to determine contact stiffness values in the simulation.
The assumption is later veriﬁed by the coherence between
experiment and simulation.
When both contact surfaces between damper and platforms are
in stick state and damper rotation does not contribute to the
damper equilibrium, the equivalent stiffness caused by horizontal
loading (Fig. 18) is deduced as in Appendix D. The theoretical
stiffness is equal to the slope of the ﬁtted tangent line on the right
side of OoP hysteresis.
5.1.4. Stiffness estimation and relevant assumptions
The total normal and tangential stiffness on left side are
denoted as kLn; k
L
t and the stiffness values on right side, k
R
n; k
R
t . In this
study, due to the geometry (two cylindrical surfaces on left while
one on the right) of the tested damper, it holds kLn ¼ 2kRn ¼ 2kn
and kLt ¼ 2kRt ¼ 2kt . From Appendix D the equivalent stiffness kh
(represented by the chosen slope) is:
kh ¼ 3knktðkn þ 2ktÞ kt þ 2knð Þ ð9Þ
Referring to Csaba et al. (1999) which credits Johnson (1985)
the relation between normal and tangential stiffness can generally
be set to kn ¼ 1:5kt , therefore kt ¼ 5645 kh. The resulting contact stiff-
ness values have been set to kn ¼ 24 Nlm and kn ¼ 16 Nlm.
Contact stiffness values are kept constant throughout all cases
produced by the damper, while friction values affect the cycle
shape as evidenced in section 6.1.
5.2. Evaluation of the friction coefﬁcients
Using the measured and reconstructed contact forces (see
Section 3 and Fig. 8(c) for the sign convention) it is possible toexperimentally evaluate the friction coefﬁcients at each contact.
The relevant diagrams and the procedure used for their calculation
will now be presented for a representative IP case, whose hystere-
sis is shown in Fig. 8(a).
For the ease of comparison, both the experimental and numer-
ical curves are shown: in Fig. 8(a) and (b) the experimental signals
are represented with a solid line, while the numerical counterpart
is represented with a dashed line. In Fig. 8(c) the experimental
contact force trajectories are shown in red, while the numerical
counterpart is represented in black.
5.2.1. Tangential over normal force ratio diagram
The ratio between tangential and normal contact force (see
Fig. 8(b)) over one hysteresis cycle constitutes the basis in order
to determine the friction coefﬁcients and is plotted for each inter-
face. The ﬂat portions of each line may indicate a slip phase subject
to cross-conﬁrmation by other diagrams: in such case the ratio T/N
will represent a friction coefﬁcient.
5.2.2. Friction coefﬁcient estimation and relevant assumptions
The right T/N ratio poses no problem since there is only one
contact point on that side of the damper and is, in this case, set
to 0.14.
The ratio referring to the left surface is, on the other hand, the
result of the combination of the two contact points. When having
to estimate the left friction coefﬁcients the contact forces diagram
is used. It represents:
– the vectors of forces transmitted between the platforms;
– the damper surfaces and their points of application.
This diagram has been obtained by reconstructing the damper
equilibrium as described in Section 3. When the left contact force
vector passes through the lower point L2 (from marker 1 to 2, 5
to 1 in this example), the contact at the upper point L1 may be lost.
The measurement is quite accurate considering the discrepancy
(less than 0.5 mm) between the geometrical contact position and
contact position deduced by the damper equilibrium.
If, for a given stage,
– the contact forces diagram indicates the lift off of one of left
contact points (possible stages 1–2,5–1 for the upper left con-
tact point L1 in Fig. 8(c))
– the corresponding left surface T/N force ratio is constant at
the same time,
both conditions are satisﬁed, then that ratio can be set equal to the
friction coefﬁcient of the remaining left contact point (e.g.
lL2 ¼ 0:13Þ.
Initially lL1 and lL2 are set as equal, leading a mismatch for the
stage 3–4 since the measured absolute T/N value of left surface is
higher than the negative limit, then the value of the unknown coef-
ﬁcient (lL1 in the case in Fig. 8), is modiﬁed to bridge the difference
and ﬁnally set to 0.22.
A tuning procedure is operated on the friction coefﬁcients to
obtain the appropriate experimental–numerical matching. The
sensitivity of the simulated system response to the friction
coefﬁcient values is discussed in next section.
5.3. Rotational damping coefﬁcient
A rotational hysteretic damping source, not represented in
Fig. 5, is included to account for the presence of the wires con-
nected to the deadweight simulating the centrifugal force. This
damping is produced by the bending of the wires together with
the contact of the wires when passing through the damper; a
Fig. 8. Experimental (solid line) and numerical (dashed line): (a) IP hysteresis cycle; (b) tangential over normal force ratios; (c) experimental and numerical contact force
trajectories.
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the deﬁnition of a global rotational damping.
It was found through an exploration of experimental data col-
lected at various frequencies that the most appropriate assumption
was hysteretic damping, and that the reliable value was
0.004 kg m s1/Hz.
6. Results exploration
In this section some representative experimental results and
corresponding simulations are shown in order to illustrate the
results analysis method.
The hysteresis represents the damper transfer characteristics of
the force transmission to imposed relative movement between two
platforms. The accuracy of force and kinematic measurements
allows a trustworthy comparison between numerical and experi-
mental results.
Two sets of diagrams are produced. Those where numerical
results are shown together with their experimental match allow
for the validation of the numerical model by showing the similarity
between experimental and numerical results. Others which show
just numerical results offer an insight into the damper behavior
(e.g., for each contact point distinguishing between stick, slip or
lift-off state) which the measurements alone are not capable of
producing.
The analysis explores the case of IP input motion as an example.
6.1. Typical hysteresis evolution under IP condition
The ﬁrst set of diagrams presented show several IP hysteresis
cycles superposed coming from the same experiment at different
evolution stages.
For low (5 Hz, Fig. 9(a)) and high (40 Hz, Fig. 9(b)) frequencies,
the evolutions of the hysteresis follow a similar trend, from a rela-
tively large area to a smaller one. It is possible to separately inves-
tigate each cycle; a relatively stabilized 5 Hz case from the
evolution history will be now analyzed through the above men-
tioned method to demonstrate the corresponding characteristics.
6.2. IP hysteresis cycle
The ﬁrst step to analyze a given hysteresis cycle is to estimate
the mean component of the measured forces thorough the load
removal procedure: this step is vital in order to estimate:
– tangential over normal force ratios, necessary to the experi-
mental evaluation of the friction coefﬁcients;
– the damper force equilibrium, therefore the left contact force
magnitude and position.
The hysteresis shape (see Fig. 10(a)), chosen from the end of the
evolution, is characterized by a force signal composed both by its
mean and varying component.Reference points on the hysteresis loop have been marked by a
symbol and a number. These symbols are repeated on the corre-
sponding points on other diagrams: they are useful to guide the
analysis of the cycle by cross-comparison. The total number of
markers depends on the cycle shape. IP hysteresis loops are trav-
elled in counterclockwise direction, since a positive input motion
of the actuator corresponds a lower vertical force component.
6.2.1. Transmitted forces, force ratios and equilibrium
Fig. 10(b) indicates the transmitted force history recorded
experimentally by the load cells, while the ratio between tangen-
tial and normal forces is reported in Fig. 10(c). The experimental
tangential over normal force ratio signal, together with the damper
force equilibrium diagram (Fig. 10(c) and (d)), are used in the esti-
mation of the friction coefﬁcient values (see Table I) to be given as
input to the simulation tool, as described in Section 5. In this case
the tangential over normal force ratio (Fig. 10(c)) has changed sig-
niﬁcantly from the case shown in Section 5, implying no large slip
happens on the interfaces.
From Fig. 10(d), the experimental resultant contact force on the
left side applies from marker 1 to 2 and from 6 to 1 on point L2 and
from marker 3 to 4 and from 4 to 5 on point L1within acceptable
discrepancy. The simulated force trajectory has the same features.
Therefore it can be assumed that point L1 is in lift-off state during
stages 1–2 and 6–1, while point L2 is in lift-off state during stages
3–4 and 4–5.
Experimental (solid line) and numerical (dashed line) (a) IP hys-
teresis cycle (b) right contact forces tangential over normal force
ratios d: experimental contact force vectors on damper and numer-
ical contact force trajectories (black lines).
Fig. 11 is produced only from simulation, indicating the normal
force variation and ratio between tangential and normal force at
each contact point during the cycle. The contact state is clear from
these two subdiagrams, for example point L1 is in lift off state dur-
ing stages 1–2 and 6–1 since the normal contact force component
is null and the tangential/normal force ratio is not plotted, thus
conﬁrming the prediction given by Fig. 10(d). The characteristics
of each stage are described in Table II.
6.2.2. Damper kinematics
Due to the lack of laser heads, the measurements of different
quantities in kinematics are separate, not simultaneous. The com-
patibility between different measurements is satisﬁed by using the
coherent measured force signal as described in Section 3.
Fig. 12 shows the experimental (solid line) and simulated
(dashed line) kinematic quantities corresponding to the coherent
hysteresis shape. Subdiagram a shows the hysteresis of which
the force is center mean averaged from the output of piezo-electric
force sensor (the load removal procedure has not been performed
in this case). The hysteresis shape is however very similar to the
one described in the previous case and taken within the same
nominal conditions (5 Hz, 60 imposed displacement, 500 s from
the experiment beginning), therefore accounting for the hysteresis
Fig. 9. Typical hysteresis evolution under IP condition: (a) 60 lm, 5 Hz, 45.6 N; (b) 60 lm, 40 Hz, 45.6 N.
Fig. 10. Force transmission features-one IP case: (a) Hysteresis shape; (b) Transmitted force history in one cycle; (c) Ratio between resultant tangential and normal force; (d)
Contact force trajectories.
Table I
Friction coefﬁcient values-stabilized IP case.
lL1 lL2 lR
0.22 0.32 0.4
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one described in the previous subsection. Subdiagram b shows
the damper rotation; the experimental one has been shifted
according to the center mean of the simulated signal to represent
the real position. Sub diagram c contains the vertical motion of
the damper bottom center point (wAÞ.
These diagrams demonstrate that when the simulated hystere-
sis is coherent with the experimental one, the experimental and
simulated damper motion are consistent as well.
In Fig. 13 a visual representation of damper positions with mag-
niﬁed (100) displacements and rotation is reconstructed from
experimental data. A large rotation is visible during stages 1–2
and 5–1, caused by the separation of the left upper contact point
L1; a smaller rotation happens during stages 3–4 and 4–5, caused
by the separation of left lower contact point L2.6.3. Sensitivity of damper response to the friction coefﬁcient values
From the above investigations, it is clear that the friction coef-
ﬁcient values at the contacts play an important role in the damper
response. These values are assigned through an initial estimation
from the experimental data and successive ﬁne tuning. During
the tuning it is noticed that the damper response is sensitive to
the friction coefﬁcient values around certain transition stages. This
phenomenon has been investigated numerically in a systematic
manner as follows.
Two OoP cases are shown in Fig. 14(a) and (b). For each case
nine groups of friction coefﬁcients are used to obtain the respective
hysteresis and their values are listed in Tables III and IV. In the ﬁrst
case, the friction coefﬁcient at each contact shifts 0.01 about the
chosen value (red in the table) and the hysteresis form a narrow
band along their borders. In the second case, the friction coefﬁcient
at each contact shifts 0.004 about the chosen value and some
hysteresis deviate signiﬁcantly from the ‘‘Coulomb’’ shape, produc-
ing large difference of response with a small parameter change.
One IP example is given in Fig. 15, which represents the
hysteresis evolution shown in Fig. 9(a). Table V demonstrates
how hysteresis evolutions imply variation of friction coefﬁcients.
Fig. 11. Contact details in simulation-stabilized IP case: (a) normal force variation; (b) ratio between tangential and normal force.
Table II
Characteristics of the contact during the stabilized IP cycle.
Stage Contact state L1 Contact state L2 Contact state R Normal force L1 Normal force L2 Normal force R
Marker 1–2 Separation Stick Stick Zero Decrease from maximum Decrease from maximum
Marker 2–3 Short stick + positive
slip
Short stick + positive
slip
Stick Increase Decrease to zero Decrease
Marker 3–4 Stick Separation Short stick + negative
slip
Slow increase Zero Slow increase
Marker 4–5 Stick Separation Stick Slow decrease Zero Slow decrease
Marker 5–6 Positive slip Stick Stick Decrease to zero Increase Increase
Marker 6–1 Separation Stick stick Zero Slow increase to maximum Slow increase to maximum
Fig. 12. Experimental (solid line) and numerical (dashed line): (a) hysteresis cycle with averaged force signal; (b) damper rotation; (c) vertical motion at the bottom center
point.
Fig. 13. Damper motion pictures in one cycle- stabilized IP case: (a) Stage 1-2; (b) Stage 2-3; (c) Stage 3-4; (d) Stage 4-5; (e) Stage 5-6; (f) Stage 6-1.
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity of damper response to friction coefﬁcient values for 2 OoP cases: (a) No signiﬁcant transition; (b) Signiﬁcant transitions.
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assume friction coefﬁcients to be constant with increasing cycle
number and equal at all contact points. Both in the OoP and IP
conditions, it is still a big challenge to explain the reason of friction
coefﬁcient variations but one tendency is leading the tested dam-
per to dissipate less energy (decreasing hysteresis shape area) if
the current state is not stable.7. Conclusion
The test rig purposely developed for the direct investigations of
under-platform damper behavior is able to produce results which
are accurate enough for the purpose. Performance is based on a
special laboratory damper (called ‘‘three-point damper’’) which
has well deﬁned cylindrical contacts which locate exactly the
contact forces.
The maximum error of the variable part of the right (directly
measured) contact force is 1%, while the mean value has an error
lower than 2%. Single contact conditions on the left side make itTable III
Friction coefﬁcient values Fig. 14(a).
1Lμ 2Lμ Rμ
0.30 0.30 0.16 
0.31 0.31 0.16 
0.32 0.32 0.16 
0.30 0.30 0.17 
0.31 0.31 0.17 
0.32 0.32 0.17 
0.30 0.30 0.18 
0.31 0.31 0.18 
0.32 0.32 0.18 
Table IV
Friction coefﬁcient values for Fig. 14(b).
1Lμ 2Lμ Rμ
0.216 0.216 0.380 
0.220 0.220 0.380 
0.224 0.224 0.380 
0.216 0.216 0.384 
0.220 0.220 0.384 
0.224 0.224 0.384 
0.216 0.216 0.388 
0.220 0.220 0.388 
0.224 0.224 0.388 
Fig. 15. Sensitivity of damper response to friction coefﬁcient values under IP
condition.
Table V
Friction coefﬁcient values for Fig. 15.
1Lμ 2Lμ Rμ
0.14 0.22 0.13 
0.14 0.13 0.13 
0.14 0.22 0.14 
0.22 0.22 0.13 
0.32 0.22 0.32 
0.40 0.22 0.32 possible to compare the known position of a given contact point
vs. its estimate during a particular lift-off phase: it was shown that
the difference was less than 0.5 mm. A space for improvement will
be the use of load cells other than piezo, in order to measure the
absolute force directly without having to resort to the load removal
procedure here described.
The accuracy of measurements of damper motion is acceptable,
however there are important margins for improvement by employ-
ing photographic methods rather than relying on assumptions on
the laser beam positioning. Nevertheless the errors for both the
damper’s rotation and for the relative tangential movement
between damper and right platform are typically at 8% which is
already sufﬁcient to appreciate stick and slip sequences.
Fig. 16. Decomposition of damper motion at the right interface.
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allow to determine the contact stiffness values, while forces
resolved along the platform contact surfaces (on the left side in
the lift-off condition) give an initial estimate of the friction coefﬁ-
cients. These prove not to be a constant and uniform material
parameter (Ben-David et al. (2011) gives evidence showing that
the static friction coefﬁcient is not a material constant by consider-
ing the normal pressure distribution and loading process, here the
condition is more complex because the interfacial sliding and roll-
ing coexist), rather they systematically evolve during the tests
(both in OoP and IP conditions) and are not the same for all contact
positions. The current presented experimental work does not make
use of the whole abilities of the test rig. Investigations could be
extended to more load levels and generic displacement
trajectories.
The numerical model of the damper-platform system is a sim-
pliﬁed representation of the real system adopting several assump-
tions to facilitate the solution and manifest the inﬂuence of key
factors. Use of this model is essential because it allows to ﬁne-tune
the already estimated friction coefﬁcient. Variations due to this
ﬁne-tuning are apparently small i.e. usually not larger than about
10%. However experience shows that there are cases where such
variations produce remarkable changes in the shape of the hyster-
esis cycle with large changes of the cycle area and related dissipa-
tion. The cross-comparison between experimental and numerical
results, provides a detailed description of features which could
not be captured if just experimental data were observed. This is
true for tangential translation dt decomposed in its sliding and
spring loading contributions and contact conditions on the left side
of the damper.
An area of improvement for this numerical model is to deter-
mine whether the upgrade of the present gross-slip contact ele-
ment with one capable of reproducing both micro-slip and gross-
slip would introduce a major improvement in the simulation capa-
bilities in the light of speciﬁc experimental evidence. Moreover,
more accurate descriptions (FEM) of the test rig structure and dam-
per (they are rigid bodies in this simple model) might be needed
together with the reﬁned contact model to make better nonlinear
dynamic analysis.
Although the studied case is a very purposely designed one, the
presented test rig and analysis method pose a new way of investi-
gating under-platform damper behavior. Out of the current ver-
sion, the improved test rig that simulates practical blade working
conditions could be built to explore more realistic service life of
a generic damper, enabling the extraction of contact parameters
for practical use of the bladed disk calculations.Acknowledgements
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DIMEAS-POLITO for their completion.Appendix A. Damper motion decomposition
The damper motion will be reconstructed as a function of the
laser signals described in Section 3.
As shown in Fig. 16, the damper cylindrical surface on the right
side will roll and translate on the right platform ﬂat surface. Point
A0, the initial position of point A on the damper bottom surface, is
deﬁned by the angle a referred to the horizontal reference line andthe distance l between O0 and A0, where O0 is the position of the
center of the right cylindrical surface.
Starting with contact at Bo, a pure rolling is applied ﬁrst. The
increment of rotation angle is db and thus the rolling arc is
db  O0B0 ¼ db  R, then the travelled segment on the platform dur-
ing pure rolling is equal to the rolling arc:
ddr ¼ db  R ðA:1Þ
The cylinder center has moved from O0 to O1, and O0O1 ¼ B0B1.
Line O0A0 moves to O1A1 ﬁrst by traveling parallel to O1A
0
0 and then
rotating about O1 by db.
Then a pure sliding B1B2 ¼ ddt is applied and O1O2 ¼ B1B2.
During the combination of these two motions, the
displacements of point A0 along x and z directions are:
duA ¼ xA2xA0¼ ddr coshþ l cosa l cos aþdbð Þþddt cosh
dwA ¼ zA2zA0¼ ddr  sinh l sinaþ l sin aþdbð Þþddt  sinh

ðA:2Þ
Being db of the order of 103 rad, (A.2) can be linearized to:
duA ¼ xA2  xA0 ¼ ddr  coshþ l  sina  dbþ ddt  cosh
dwA ¼ zA2  zA0 ¼ ddr  sinhþ l  cosa  dbþ ddt  sinh

ðA:3Þ
From (A.3), following relations are deduced:
ddt ¼ ddwA  ðR  sinhþ bÞ  db
sinh
ðA:4ÞduA ¼ b  tana cothð Þ  dbþ coth  dwA
where b ¼ l  cosa.
The quantity dwA can be obtained by the laser signal where the
vertical displacement of point A is recorded with respect to point P
on the right platform (see Section 2). The damper rotation can be
obtained from the signal wALAR where both laser beams are pointed
on the damper bottom: b ﬃ wALARa .Appendix B. Damper kinematics error analysis
B.1. Error source 1 – laser beam inclination
Under ideal conditions, the laser beam is parallel to axis z to
obtain the vertical component of the motion vector. However,
due to technical limitations, this is never exactly fulﬁlled. In this
test arrangement, the maximum beam inclination with respect to
the z axis was estimated to be less than u = 3, which leads to an
overestimation of the travelled distance of a factor of 1:3  103.
This error source is therefore neglected in this study.
Fig. 17. Effect of damper motion on the laser measurement of point translation.
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When the relative movement between the two platforms is
imposed, the damper tends to have in-plane motion containing
horizontal, vertical translations and rotation. Thus the measure-
ment of a surface point motion by laser is deviated from the real
motion of an initial projection point due to the change of projec-
tion position. Fig. 17 shows a general scheme.
Denote point A as the initial position of the laser beam on the
damper when the bottom surface is horizontal. Cð0;0Þ is the initial
position of the damper mass center and origin of the ﬁxed coordi-
nate system, based on which the coordinates of each point in
Fig. 17 are established.
The coordinates of A are xA; zAð Þ. When C moves by ux and uz
respectively along the horizontal and vertical direction, the follow-
ing coordinates are deduced:
C 0ðux;uzÞ; AðxA þ ux; zA  uzÞ; AðxA; zA  uzÞ
C0 is the new position of the mass center, A is the new position of A
and A is the new point of laser projection.
Then after the damper has rotated by an angle b;A

 is the new
position of original (physical) point A;A
 is the new position of A
and A0 is the new point of laser projection.
From geometric relations the coordinate of point A

 and A0 are
calculated and the difference between these two is:
dzAooA ¼ zAoo  zA ¼ tanb 1 cosbð Þ  xA þ sinb  zA  ux½ 
ﬃ b2  zA þ b  ux ðA:5Þ
Typical values of b are 103 radians, ux ﬃ 105 m, and
zA ﬃ 103 m . From (A.5) the absolute error is around 0.01 lm. In
this study this error source is therefore neglected.
B.3. Error source 3 – error propagation on damper motion
reconstruction
As shown in Fig. 3, the real distance between point AL and AR is
a, the corresponding measured distance is am and a ¼ am  ra with
ra ¼ 1 mm. Denote the measurement of wALAR as wm for short.
From the deﬁnition of the rotation angle b (see Appendix A) and
the uncertainty propagation formulation, the measurement uncer-
tainty of b is deduced as follows:
rb ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
@b
@a
 ra
 2s
¼ wm
a2m
 ra ðA:6Þ
b ¼ bm þ rb ¼ bm 1þ
ra
am
 
ðA:7Þ
Typical values of rb are around 8% of the mean value bm.
As for the translation component of damper motion it holds:
rt ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b
sin#
rb
 2
þ b
sin#
rb
 2s
ðA:8ÞTypical values of rt are around 7.5% of the mean value. In both
cases the uncertainty on the signal measured by the laser has not
been taken into account because more than two orders of magni-
tude lower than the other contributions.
Appendix C. Numerical model input parameters
Referring to Fig. 5 it holds:
hL ¼ hR ¼ 45

kuL ¼ kwL ¼ 4:7  106 N=m; kuR ¼ kwR ¼ 8:7  106 N=m
cuL ¼ cwL ¼ 50 kgs1; cuR ¼ cwR ¼ 50 kgs1; crd ¼ 0:004freq kgm s
1
md ¼ 0:02 kg; Id ¼ 2:18  107 kgm2; mLP ¼mRP ¼ 0:2 kgAppendix D. Contact stiffness evaluation
In case of out-of-phase motion, damper rotation is small when
both sides are stuck. This situation has therefore been chosen to
analytically write the expression of the hysteresis slope as a func-
tion of contact stiffness values. The right platform is considered
static and the relative movement between the platforms is given
by the left platform displacement uL (Fig. 18). Under the motion
of the left platform, the damper experiences a horizontal and ver-
tical displacement denoted as uD and wD. The contact point on the
left platform is LP (the two contact points are summarized into one
for the convenience of calculation), the coupled contact point on
the damper is LD. The contact point on the right platform is RP ,
the coupled contact point on the damper is RD. After the motion,
the contact points move to L0P; L
0
D;R
0
P and R
0
D respectively.
The relations between new and initial positions of the contact
points are:
xL0P  xLP ¼ uL; zL0P  zLP ¼ 0; xR0P  xRP ¼ 0; zR0P  zRP ¼ 0
xL0D  xLD ¼ uD; zL0D  zLD ¼ wD; xR0D  xRD ¼ uD; zR0P  zRP ¼ wD
Then the incremental loading caused by the left platform
motion is:Fig. 18. Contact spring loading under out-of-phase condition.
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0
n  sLn
 
¼ kLn
T21 uD  uLð Þ þ T1wD
1þ T21
 
S1
ðA:9Þ
dFLt ¼ kLt sL
0
t  sLt
 
¼ kLt
uL  uD þ T1wD
1þ T21
 
C1
ðA:10Þ
dFRn ¼ kRn sR
0
n  sRn
 
¼ kRn
T22uD þ T2wD
1þ T22
 
S2
ðA:11Þ
dFRt ¼ kRt sR
0
t  sRt
 
¼ kRt
uD þ T2wD
1þ T22
 
C2
ðA:12Þ
where T1 ¼ tanðhLÞ;S1 ¼ sinðhLÞ;C1¼ cosðhLÞ;T2¼ tanðhRÞ;S2 ¼ sinðhRÞ;
C2¼ cosðhRÞ. In equations (A.9)–(A.12), the normal force increment
is positive when it is increased, and the tangential force increment
is positive when it is increased along the direction to the upper
triangle vertex.
When neglecting the inertial force of the damper, the total
incremental load on the damper is zero. This equilibrium condition
is expressed in the x and z direction:
dFLn  S1 þ dFLt  C1  dFRn  S2 þ dFRt  C2
 
¼ 0
dFLn  C1 þ dFLt  S1 þ dFRn  C2  dFRt  S2 ¼ 0
8<
: ðA:13Þ
Substituting (A.9)–(A.12) into (A.13), two equations containing
uD and wD are obtained:
a1uD þ b1wD ¼ c1uL
a2uD þ b2wD ¼ c2uL
!
 uD ¼ b2c1b1c2a1b2a2b1 uL
wD ¼ a1c2a2c1a1b2a2b1 uL
(
ðA:14Þ
where a1 ¼ k
L
nT
2
1  kLt
1þ T21
þk
R
nT
2
2  kRt
1þ T22
;
b1 ¼
kLn þ kLt
 
T1
1þ T21
þ
kRn  kRt
 
T2
1þ T22
; c1 ¼ k
L
nT
2
1  kLt
1þ T21
;
a2 ¼
kLn þ kLt
 
T1
1þ T21
þ
kRn  kRt
 
T2
1þ T22
;
b2 ¼
kLn þ kLt T21
 
1þ T21
þ
 kRn þ kRt T22
 
1þ T22
; c2 ¼
kLn þ kLt
 
T1
1þ T21
From (A.13) the horizontal contact force component is:
dFh ¼ dFRn  S2 þ dFRt  C2 ¼ a12
b2c1  b1c2
a1b2  a2b1  a22
a1c2  a2c1
a1b2  a2b1
 
uL
ðA:15Þ
where a12 ¼ k
R
nT
2
2k
R
t
1þT22
, a22 ¼ k
R
nkRtð ÞT2
1þT22
So the slope of the hysteresis cycle in case of stick state of both
interfaces can be written as:
kh ¼ dFhuL ¼ a12
b2c1  b1c2
a1b2  a2b1  a22
a1c2  a2c1
a1b2  a2b1 ðA:16ÞAlthough kh is complicatedly coupled by the normal and tan-
gential stiffness of the two interfaces, it is a constant, determined
by the single contact stiffness and damper geometry. When
kLn ¼ kRn ¼ kn , kLt ¼ kRt ¼ kt ; T1 ¼ T2 ¼ 1, from equation (A.16), it is
found:
1
kh
¼ 1
kn
þ 1
kt
ðA:17Þ
As in this work, kLn ¼ 2kRn ¼ 2kn , kLt ¼ 2kRt ¼ 2kt ; T1 ¼ T2 ¼ 1, it is
found:
kh ¼ 3knkt kn þ ktð Þkn þ 2ktð Þ 2kn þ ktð Þ ðA:18ÞReferences
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